
OUR PRIORITIES 
AND PROGRAMS

ADVANCE artists of today
• Rotating exhibitions
• Artist-in-residence exhibitions
• Youth Alliance Exhibition
• C-Note art shows
• Teaching artist academy*
• Crit Group*

REVEAL culture and promote 
diversity, equity, and inclusion
• Little Saigon Art Walk
• Outreach Español
• Docent program
• Art for All* (free and/or discounted
admission and programming for
underserved, low-income, and
military communities)

LEAD contemporary art in 
Southern California and 
Northern Baja
• Art and technology initiative
• Guest curator opportunities
• Hot Topics
• Pop-Up events

ENGAGE and EDUCATE 
underserved populations and 
the artists of tomorrow
• Title I school residencies
• Summer camps
• Art access workshops (Vista Hill, Blind
Community Center)

Contact:
Jacqueline A. Silverman
Executive Director
jasilverman@sandiego-art.org
(619) 236-0011
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Our mission is to advance
regional contemporary art and 
artists while fostering cultural 
equity through access to quality 

art experiences.   

WHO WE ARE: As the only contemporary cultural 
institution in Balboa Park, SDAI nurtures the creation 
of groundbreaking art by providing a dedicated 
exhibition space for the artistic talent that resides
in Southern California and Northern Baja to 
collaborate, exhibit, and thrive.

WHAT WE DO: Over the past 77 years, SDAI has 
grown into a premier contemporary art center 
delivering access to thousands of residents and 
visitors to the art we showcase, no matter the 
viewer’s experience or demographic. Through high 
quality, interactive programming, educational 
initiatives, and exhibitions, SDAI promotes cultural 
equity and artistic enrichment within our community 
and enables diverse audiences to interact with art in 
meaningful ways.

WHAT WE BELIEVE: SDAI believes that there is an 
abundance of creative talent in the San Diego 
region and that regional art and artists are worthy of 
a showplace in Balboa Park. We understand that 
programming must build and sustain appreciation 
for contemporary art and that making art 
accessible and understandable to experienced
and novice audiences and to underserved 
communities, creates a future for contemporary art. 

www.sandiego-art.org

*denotes new program pending funding




